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The product line A.POC RelaxGuard offers several potential specification options. Zoning is 
available on request. 

Please contact us directly – we look forward to creating the RelaxGuard that best meets your needs. 

Scan this page with the AGRO International App and find out more

Ensure a high level of stability at the seat 

edge without adding extra equipment such 

as flat steel frames

STABILITY

Find out more

2.  Scan the cover 

              with your smartphone

1.  Install

              „AGRO International App“

COMFORT

Make use of the benefits of innersprings for 

the whole mattress surface in place of foam

FLEXIBILITY

Benefit from the option of rolling and folding 

your innerspring mattress for efficient logis-

tics and modern distribution channels

A.POC RelaxGuard
ENGINEERED FOR BLISSFUL SLEEPING COMFORT

RECYCLABILITY

Reduce the number of different materials 

used and improve the environmental  

credentials of your mattress by using edge 

to edge innersprings - which are recyclable 

- in place of foam

Your benefits

NEW  TO AUGMENTED REALITY?
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Sleeping restfully … feeling safe and secure… being able to ignore the 
hustle and bustle around you whenever you want … sounds great, 
doesn’t it?

Our answer to this objective is A.POC RelaxGuard. This new product line allows for a particularly 

refreshing sleeping experience. It gives a central and balanced feeling on the mattress due to its 

firm frame and the firm outer springs give support right to the edge.  This guarantees durability and 

comfort over the long term. 

Let your customers have the experience of really restful sleep – and trust in A.POC RelaxGuard.

A.POC RelaxGuard A.POC RelaxGuard I

· Feel the edge support but have a consistent 
   overall look

· Enjoy a particularly smooth join between the central 
   area and edge thanks to interlacing coils

A.POC RelaxGuard II

· Have a visually defined edge with a particularly 
   high coil count

· Benefit from a very straight outline due to small-sized 
   coil diameters in the framing area
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